The number of fatalities and economic losses caused by the Ebola virus infection across the planet culminated in the havoc that occurred between August and November 2014. However, little is known about the molecular protein profile of this devastating virus. This work represents a thorough bioinformatics analysis of the regularities of charge distribution (polar profiles) in two groups of proteins and their functional domains associated with Ebola virus disease: Ebola virus proteins and Human proteins interacting with Ebola virus. Our analysis reveals that a fragment exists in each of these proteins-one named the "functional domain"-with the polar profile similar to the polar profile of the protein that contains it. Each protein is formed by a group of short sub-sequences, where each fragment has a different and distinctive polar profile and where the polar profile between adjacent short sub-sequences changes orderly and gradually to coincide with the polar profile of the whole protein. When using the charge distribution as a metric, it was observed that it effectively discriminates the proteins from their functional domains. As a counterexample, the same test was applied to a set of synthetic proteins built for that purpose, revealing that any of the regularities reported here for the Ebola virus proteins and human proteins interacting with Ebola virus were not present in the synthetic proteins. Our results indicate that the polar profile of each protein studied and its corresponding functional domain are similar. Thus, when building each protein from its functional domai-adding one amino acid at a time and plotting each time its polar profile-it was observed that the resulting graphs can be divided into groups with similar polar profiles.
Introduction
The Ebola virus causes severe hemorrhagic fever with a high fatality rate (90%) in humans. In 1976, the first outbreak of Ebola was formally declared in the North of Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of Congo) [1] . Since then, there have been 35 outbreaks, 25 occurring in the African continent [2] and most of them located between the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn [3] . The last outbreak reported was in 2014, with the number of fatalities and economic losses surpassing the previous 34 outbreaks altogether [2] . In fact, the 2014 epidemic killed five times more than all other Ebola outbreaks combined [2] .
The spread of the Ebola virus in Africa might be attributed to a fatal combination of a traditional health system lagging behind almost for all of the continent [4] , and an increase in the massive transportation facilities that connect longer distances by different means [5] . Despite the number of human fatalities since the first report in 1976, the progress in gaining knowledge on the molecular mechanisms underlying the Ebola virus infection has not been fast enough to minimize the spread and lethality of the virus.
In this work, we have used a supervised learning program called Polarity Index Method (PIM) [6] that has proved its effectiveness in the identification of different protein functional groups. Its metric only uses the polar profile [7] of the protein amino acid sequence to look for the regularities in the proteins associated with Ebola virus disease and their functional domains [8] that have been experimentally identified. To achieve this objective, a comprehensive bioinformatics study was conducted looking at the polar profiles of two protein groups associated with Ebola virus disease paying attention to their structural disorder propensity [9] . These groups are Human proteins interacting with Ebola virus [10] and Ebola virus proteins [10] ; they were taken with their functional domains from UniProt Database [10] . The first group includes all human proteins identified so far that interact with the Ebola virus and have at least one known functional domain. The second group is formed by the proteins that are encoded in the Ebola virus genome and have at least one recognized functional domain.
Both protein groups were analyzed with a set of bioinformatics methods developed for this purpose (Supplementary Materials section) to search for the regularities between them and their functional domains. This involved breaking down each protein sequence and its functional domain on all possible sub-sequences, preserving the natural order of the amino acids. As a counterexample, a group of synthetic proteins was built with a different level of randomness to compare and identify the regularities observed in the two protein groups associated with the Ebola virus.
To observe these regularities, it was necessary to generate all possible sub-sequences for each protein (Appendix Tables 3-5 ). The number of sub-sequences depended on the length of the functional domain and the protein. For example, the sub-sequences of protein TQYPDARL, whose functional domain is QYPDAR, are QYPDAR, TQYP-DAR, TQYPDARL and QYPDARL. The polar profiles of these sub-sequences were then calculated (see Evaluation of the polar profile section) and their corresponding polar profile graphs were plotted. The similarity between the graphs was determined adding up the coincidences of the critical points (see Critical points section).
The analysis of the graphs reveals that there is a close non-causal relationship between a protein and its functional domain. It is also observed that the polar profile of each protein and its functional domain are unique, since this profile is not found in any of the possible sub-sequences formed in each protein. Furthermore, it is also noticed that all protein sub-sequences can be grouped in sub-sets named "Protein Group", with a similar polar profile, and that the polar profile of each sub-set progressively changes to the functional domain of the final protein, converging to the polar profile of the complete protein. These regularities are observed in each protein associated with Ebola virus disease and not in the group of proteins used as a counterexample.
Material and Methods
Three groups of proteins and their corresponding domains were included in this work: (i) Human proteins interacting with Ebola virus, (ii) Real Ebola virus proteins and (iii) Synthetic proteins. The graphical and analytical results, as well as the scripts and programs used, are available in the Supplementary Materials section.
Evaluation of Polar Profile
One of the mathematical-computational methods used here, Polarity Index Method (PIM), has been automated and used by our team to identify different groups of peptides and proteins. However, to clarify the procedure, we describe the metric of this approach below. For a detailed review of the execution of this method, we recommend consulting Polarity index in Proteins-A Bioinformatics Tool ( [11] ; Appendix to Computational Tool).
Metrics
The metric of the PIM consists of calculating and comparing the polar profile of the protein studied and the polar profile of the target group. To calculate the polar profile of protein P of length "n", its linear sequence is extracted in FASTA format P = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , …, a n }, and it is read from left to right to evaluate each pair of amino acids. The polar incidences are then recorded in an A(i, j) incidence matrix.
In order to build A(i, j) matrix, it is necessary to consider the following equivalence (i, j) = {P+, P−, N, NP}, where [P+] basic hydrophilic residues = {H, K, R}; [P-] acidic hydrophilic residues = {D, E}; [N] neutral residues = {C, G, N, Q, S, T, Y}; and [NP] non-polar residues = {A, F, I, L, M, P, V, W}. All amino acids are included in one of these polarity groups. For example: if P is a protein, the first pair of amino acids represents the first incidence, which is (a 1 ,a 2 ), the second pair is the second incidence (a 2 ,a 3 ), and so on until the last incidence (a n−1 , a n ).
Each incidence is included in the A(i, j) polar incidence matrix. Afterwards, the A(i,j) matrix is normalized, ordered and linearized in a v(k) vector, k = 1,…, 16; where k = each of the 16 elements in A(i, j). This v(k) vector is the polar profile that the PIM will compare with the polar profile of other proteins to know if there is a similarity.
Critical Points
In a Cartesian coordinate system, the x axis is where the critical points (if any) are located. In the corresponding graphs representing polar profiles (e.g., see Figs. 1-3 below), the polar interactions are located on the x axis and their relative frequencies are plotted on the y axis. The critical points are those x axis coordinates (polar interactions in our case), where the curve reaches the maximum or minimum points or where it changes its concavity, which can be upwards and downwards [12] .
These critical points are called maximum, minimum, or inflection points, respectively. In this evaluation, the polar interactions [P+, P+], and [NP-NP] were also included as the extreme points of the graph.
Evaluation of Intrinsic Disorder
It is known that intrinsic disorder (or local or global lack of unique 3D structure in a protein) is crucial for many biological functions of proteins, including protein-protein interactions, regulation, recognition, posttranslational modifications, and control of various pathways related to cell signaling [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . It has also been shown that intrinsically disordered proteins or hybrid proteins containing ordered domains and intrinsically disordered protein regions are very common among proteomes from all domains of life, as well as in viral proteomes [16, 22, 23] . Furthermore, peculiarities of intrinsic disorder distribution within an amino acid sequence are often related to protein functionality [9, 18, 21, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Earlier, the peculiarities of viral disorder [16, 28] , as well as the prevalence and functionality of intrinsic disorder have been analyzed for several important viruses, such as Zika virus [29] , respiratory syncytial virus [30] , Dengue virus [31] , hepatitis C virus [32] and host proteins interacting with it [33] , MERS-CoV [34] , human papillomavirus [35] Table 4) and its interactome [36] , HIV-1 [37] , and influenza 1918 H1N1 and H5N1 viruses [38, 39] . Therefore, to have a perspective on the specific feature of disorder distribution within the set from three protein groups, we utilized a multiparametric computational analysis of intrinsic disorder predisposition using a set of common predictors of intrinsic disorder, PONDR® VL-XT [40] , PONDR® VSL2 [41] , PONDR® VL3 [42] , and PONDR® FIT [43] .
Data Acquisition

Human proteins interacting with Ebola virus
Five human proteins interacting with Ebola virus were found in UniProt Database (10; data accessed on July 23, 2016). They were Q14653, O15118, Q9UHD2, P05161, and P30530. From these five proteins, four can be said to have annotated functional domains: O15118, Q9UHD2, P05161, and P30530 (Appendix Table 3 ).
Of the host proteins considered in this study, the first domain analyzed was a domain from the intracellular cholesterol transporter Niemann-Pick C1 protein (Appendix Table 3 , row 2, UniProt ID: O15118), which is an endosomal entry receptor for the Ebola virus entering the host cell [44, 45] . The virus also interacts with the TBK1 protein, of which a functional domain was analyzed (Appendix Table 3 , rows 3-4, UniProt ID: Q9UHD2).
The TBK1 protein is a serine/threonine-protein kinase that acts in the innate immune response regulating inflammatory responses to foreign agents [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . The virus interaction with the TBK1 protein alters viral evasion mechanism promoting infection [45] . Two domains from the ubiquitin-like protein ISG15 were then analyzed (Appendix Table 3 , rows 4-5, UniProt ID: P05161). This protein plays a vital role in the innate immune response to viral infection, being either conjugated to a target protein or acting as standing alone unconjugated protein [51] [52] [53] . ISG15 is known to restrict Ebola virus infection by disrupting the viral budding process [54] . Five domains were also analyzed from the receptor tyrosine-protein kinase UFO (Appendix Table 3 , row 6-10, UniProt ID: P30530) that works in transducing signals from the extracellular matrix to the interior of the cell via interaction with the GAS6 growth factor [55] , which is also involved in the virus entry mechanism [56, 57] .
Ebola Virus Proteins
Seven annotated Ebola virus proteins were taken from UniProt Database (10; data accessed on August 17, 2016). These Ebola virus proteins are Q05320, Q05128, P18272, Q05322, Q05323, Q05127, and Q05318, of which just two of them have annotated functional domains: Q05127, and Q05318 (Appendix Table 4 ).
From the set of seven annotated Ebola virus proteins found in UniProt, we analyzed the polarity profiles of different domains of two Ebola virus proteins. Here, one domain from the polymerase cofactor VP35 protein was chosen for this study (Appendix Table 4 , row 1, UniProt ID: Q05127), which functions as a cofactor of the RNA polymerase transcription and replication complex, thereby participating in the RNA viral transcription while also blocking the activation of IRF3, thus promoting viral activity [58] [59] [60] .
We also analyzed one domain from the catalytic subunit (L protein) of the RNA-directed RNA polymerase (Appendix Table 4 , row 2, UniProt ID: Q05318). In the Ebola virus, the functional RNA-dependent RNA polymerase represents a complex consisting of the catalytic subunit of the polymerase, protein L, and its cofactor VP35 (PMID: 23582637). This protein complex plays a crucial role in viral replication, catalyzing not only transcription of viral mRNAs, but also catalysing capping and polyadenylation of those mRNAs [61, 62] .
Synthetic Proteins
Three proteins with different level of randomness and building strategy were also included (Test plan section): Table 5) RND046 (46aa), RND183 (183aa), and RND220 (220aa; Appendix Table 5 ).
Evaluation of Intrinsic Disorder Predispositions of Proteins in Three Groups
Per-residue intrinsic disorder propensities of the selected proteins were analyzed using a set of predictors from the PONDR family (Evaluation of intrinsic disorder section). This set included PONDR® VL-XT, PONDR® VSL2, PONDR® VL3, and PONDR® FIT selected based on the well-known peculiarities of their performance. Here, PONDR® VL-XT is very sensitive to the local compositional biases and is thus capable of identifying potential molecular interaction motifs.
PONDR® VSL2 is suitable for accurate evaluation of short and long disordered regions. In turn, PONDR® VL3 achieves high accuracy in evaluation of long disordered regions, whereas the meta-predictor PONDR® FIT combines the six individual predictors, being moderately more accurate than each of its component predictors. Access to these predictors is provided by the DisProt database (http://www.disprot.org/metapredictor.php). In these analyses, sections of query proteins with disorder scores higher than 0.5 correspond to disordered regions.
Test Plan
The relative frequency distributions of the protein groups were plotted. In terms of methodology, the Human proteins interaction with Ebola virus group has four proteins (Appendix Table 3 : UniProtKB column) and ten domains (Appendix Table 3 : Domain column). The polar profile of each set was calculated with the PIM (Metrics section) and this polar profile was geometrically represented as a smooth curve using Excel software (Figs. 1, 2).
1. Each protein was taken from each protein group, plotting individually the relative frequency distribution of the domains/proteins and dividing all the subsequences into categories with similar polar profiles.
Methodology: e.g., O15118 domain sequence, formed by 166aa (Appendix Table 3 : row 1), was subdivided into 165 sub-sequences. The first sub-sequence had the first amino acid at the N-terminal of the O15118 domain, the second sub-sequence had the two amino acids at the N-terminal of the O15118 domain, and so on, until the last sub-sequence had the O15118 domain. The polar profile of each of these 165 subsequences was calculated and they were graphed as a smooth curve with Excel, e.g., O15118 domain. Then, by visual inspection, the sub-sequences of the domain were separated by categories grouping those with similar geometrical behavior, i.e. when the maximum points, minimum points and inflection points matched. The categories were then recorded (Appendix Tables  3-5 : Fragment with similar polar profile column). 2. The main critical points for each domain of each protein group were analytically identified. Methodology: taking the 165 sub-sequences obtained for O15118 protein, sudden changes at the maximum and minimum points between sub-sequences were identified. The result was verified by visual inspection and grouped (Appendix Tables 3-5 : CBP column). 3. The linear distribution of disorder propensity of each protein group was evaluated. Each protein of the group was evaluated with the charge-hydropathy plot to know the level of structural disorder. Methodology:
The linear disorder classifier charge-hydropathy plot (CH-plot) [9, 61] was used. It generated a 2D graphic. The x axis represented the mean Kate-Doolittle hydrophobicity and the y axis represented the mean absolute net charge: "In the corresponding CH-plot, fully structured proteins and fully disordered proteins can be separated by a boundary line. All proteins located above this boundary line are highly likely to be extended, while proteins located below this line are likely to be compact" (Figs. 4-6 ).
Synthetic Proteins
Two groups were built and evaluated: random proteins and pseudo-random proteins. Methodology: RNA220 protein (random protein type) was built forming a random succession of polarity charges, while RND183 and RND046 proteins (pseudo-random protein type) were built forming a random succession of amino acids that were replaced by a polarity charge according to the polarity classification (Metrics section). For protein RND183 it was used a table of random numbers, for protein RND220 a generator of random numbers for Fortran 77, and for protein RND046 a generator of random numbers for JAVA (Supplementary Materials section). The level of randomness in the three cases was verified with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [44] . Verification of random proteins using BLAST method. Methodology: The random proteins, entire and short subsequences were searched using the BLAST method.
Results
Disorder Level Profile
The results of the multiparametric analysis of five human proteins interacting with Ebola virus, seven Ebola virus proteins, and three synthetic proteins are shown in (Figs. 4-6 ), respectively. They reveal that all the representatives of the three protein groups contain significant levels of intrinsic disorder. Many viral and host proteins, as well as one synthetic protein, were predicted to be mostly disordered. This high prevalence of intrinsic disorder in proteins of Ebola virus and in proteins interacting with Ebola virus indicate that structural disorder can be of functional importance for them.
Polar Profile
It was observed that the polar profile of proteins and domains is similar (Figs. 1, 2) . It is possible to separate the domains in a finite number of categories. The polar profile graph of RND046 and RND183 pseudo-random proteins (Fig. 3) does not show coincidence with the graphs of the other two groups (Figs. 1, 2) . The PIM program efficiently discriminated the sets of proteins and domains of both groups (Tables 1, 2) and this efficiency increased when the group of proteins that do not have registered domain was included.
The graph of the polar profile of the RND220 random protein showed great turbulence and disparity in particular with regard to RND046 and RND183 pseudo-random proteins (Fig. 3) and with the other groups studied (Figs. 1, 2) . Short sub-sequences of RND046 and RND183 pseudorandom proteins were located in proteins with different taxonomy in the UniProt Database by BLAST software, although the RND220 random protein was the exception (Appendix Table 5 ). The results showed that in most of the proteins studied here, the polar balance of the functional domain is replicated in the protein, i.e. the polar profiles of the domain and the protein are almost coincidental and this convergence takes place through a finite number of Protein Groups.
Discussion
The similarity between the polar profiles of proteins related to the Ebola virus infection and their functional domains in both groups (Human proteins interacting with Ebola virus and Real Ebola virus proteins) enables the construction of a non-linear transformation identifying the degree of similarity between each functional domain and its protein (Figs. 1, 2) . On the other hand, this regularity on the polar profile is not observed in the three random proteins. In fact, a clear turbulence is observed in all the polar profiles of these proteins (Fig. 3) . It is significant that any of the short sub-sequences of the only real random protein (RND220) were found in other proteins (Appendix Table 5 , Entry UniProtKB with a fragment of synthetic protein inserted), unlike the two pseudo-random proteins (RND046 and RND183) where multiple short sub-sequences were found in different proteins. These two pseudo-random proteins RND046 and RND183 were influenced by the polarity of the groups {P+, P−, N, NP}, but this bias was not detected in protein RND220.
The importance of the polarity bias was already evident in previous simulations performed to predict prebiotic scenarios of peptide formation [63] [64] [65] where, together with their electronegativity, the abundance of amino acids exhibited a dominant role in polymerization. The last conformation a protein adopts in the three-dimensional space has as limitation the same conformation of the place it fits.
This behavior brings to mind a timepiece where the regularities and irregularities of the pieces determine the possibilities to fit together. From this observation, it was conjectured that the order of the amino acids in the linear sequence must have regularities and irregularities that explain this three-dimensional conformation. An evidence of this conjecture, presented in this work, is the similarity between the polar profile of the protein and its functional domains. This implies the existence of a finite and ordered set of non-linear transformations that leads to replication.
These series of transformations are also observed when the proteins associated with the Ebola virus disease are divided into a finite and ordered set of sub-sequences, each having a distinctive polar profile. Another result worth discussing is the location of critical points in the interior and boundaries of the sub-sequences related to this work.
Foldable proteins adopt specific conformations in their three-dimensional space according to size, charge, hydrophobicity and the polarity of their side chains. Such proteins fold as a set of α-helices, β-strand structures, or irregular regions assembled in motifs which, in turn, agglomerate into functional domains. Understanding the interaction of these functional domains can help to set a structure-function relationship [7] and this knowledge can be applied to the design of pharmaceutical drugs to combat disease [66] . Proteins involved in the entry of the virus into the cell are of particular interest because they are firstchoice therapeutic targets and they facilitate an early diagnosis.
From the mathematical viewpoint, the coincidence of critical points between graphs used to determine whether these graphs are similar or not has been useful for this work. However, these observations are not sufficient when comparing graphs of proteins or peptides, for which is known a priori that their dominant functions are similar. In these cases, the coincidence of both the location of the critical points and the corresponding relative frequencies should be considered [12] .
The polarity index method recognizes a striking similarity between the polarity profile of the proteins analyzed in this study as a whole and the polarity profile of their embedded functional domain, i.e., the smaller amino acid sequences of biological importance within the protein in consideration. This observation brings to mind the fact that, as the evolutionary aspects of protein building, symmetries or self-similarity in proteins [67] , as well as amino acid sequence redundancies [68] , may be principally founded on the simple concept of polarity respecting the amino acid monomers as the building blocks.
The non-randomness of protein sequences discussed in terms of evolutionary characteristics and/or biophysical properties [69] is, to quote the authors, where "The set of protein sequences, known to be product of evolution, looks similar to the result of some physical game with repulsion and attraction of monomers". This may hence be linked to the physical aspect of polarity. Accordingly, as we have shown in previous studies [7] , the concept of the amino acid polarities also serves to establish and predict prebiotic scenarios of peptide formation.
Future work will focus on identifying the same regularities in two groups of peptides and proteins: (i) Selective Cationic Amphipathic Antibacterial Peptides (SCAAP) [6] that are also Cell Penetrating Peptides (CPP) forming the SCAAP-CPP group [70] . These peptides are characterized by being highly toxic to bacterial membranes but almost harmless to mammalian cells, and whose affectation mechanism resides in the bacterial membrane penetration; (ii) The other group is formed by the proteins associated with A-H1N1 influenza virus [71] , whose predecessor was the Spanish flu virus that infected one third of the world´s population, causing the death of 3-6% of the global population in the period between 1918-1919 [72] .
Conclusions
The analysis of the regularities found between the proteins associated with the Ebola virus infection and their functional domains suggests that the polar balance has a preponderant role in protein conformation and that there is a transformation between functional units i.e., proteins and their functional domains. 
